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Grand Rapids Community College Foundation 

Instructional Improvement and Professional Development (IIPD) Grant  

 

Report Form 

 

IIPD grant recipients must report on grant-funded activities in order to remain eligible for future IIPD 

grant program consideration.  All grant recipients are required to submit a summary report of the 

completed project or activity to the Grants Office at the time that they submit their IIPD Reimbursement 

Form.   

 

Name:  _Mike DeVivo_______________ Job Title/Department _ Professor of Geography__ 

 

Phone:  _616 234 4410_______ Email Address:  _mdevivo@grcc.edu___ 

 

Date of IIPD Award (insert year award was received):  October ______  March ___2013___  

                 year     year 

 

Purpose of Grant:   

 

INTERNATIONAL GEOGRAPHICAL UNION 2013 (AND GEOGRAPHICAL FIELDWORK IN 

EASTERN ASIA) 

 

 

Please answer the following questions. Attach additional documentation if necessary: 

 

1. Describe the new avenues of instruction, including changes in curriculum, teaching 

strategies or other changes that are resulting from your grant-funded activity. 

 

New avenues of instruction have resulted from this grant activity in the enhancement of three already 

existing courses: Physical Geography, World Regional Geography, and Cultural Geography. Cultures, 

societies, and natural environments in Asia have undergone significant changes over the last several 

years. Less developed countries continue to seek rapid transition to a more developed status and natural 

hazards pose threats on economic development nearly everywhere.  

 

In addition to learning about these things by participating in the meeting of the International 

Geographical Union in Kyoto, I also explored eastern Asian urban and rural landscapes and gained quite 

a bit of knowledge that will be incorporated in classroom instruction..  For example, the impact of the 

tsunami striking Japan nearly two years ago continues to be felt today.  Organized crime throughout 

eastern Asia remains problematic, as does human trafficking and the threat of exploitation by Chinese-

sponsored activities. The human health condition suffers as well, as smoking is accepted almost 

universally and in poorer places, diversion of funds designated for grocery budgets frequently takes 

place to support the habits of cigarette smoking heads of households. Moreover, sustainable 

development strategies that intend to facilitate progress meet with variable success.  
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In essence, the enrichment of content in geography courses occurs as I gain knowledge about 

geographical phenomena, and some principal ways I acquire knowledge is through participation in 

conferences, as well as through fieldwork and dialogues with development specialists and businessmen, 

as well as ordinary people eking out an existence on the land.  

 

For example, the Physical Geography course addresses study of the natural phenomena, and 

enhancement of the course comes with photos that prompt discussion of the natural environment. 

Although the World Regional Geography course discusses certain aspects of the natural environment as 

well, it serves as an important forum for examining social issues. Here my interviews with people 

leading both modern and relatively primitive lifeways enable me to offer students contrasts in cultures 

within the same region, particularly in reference to gender issues.  

 

2. How will the grant-funded activity result in an impact on student learning and 

enhancements to student success?   

 

This activity results in a positive impact on student learning and facilitates student success. Through 

illustrated lectures in the existing geography courses, students have shown a greater ability to 

contextualize their learning and develop a greater sense of geographical awareness.  As textbooks in 

geography have included an increasing number of “field notes” and accounts of field experiences, so 

have my lectures and class discussions.  Students find these stories fascinating and they show an 

eagerness to learn more as they seek to understand the why of where.  Moreover, these “behind the 

scenes” insights lend credibility to the discipline and also generate interest among students to pursue 

Geography as a field of learning that is intellectually and financially rewarding.  

 

 

3. What steps are you taking to assess the impact of this activity on student learning? 

 

Impact assessment is accomplished in four ways.  1) Anecdotal evidence comes from students’ oral 

comments concerning the value of the instructional strategies employed; students continue to ask for 

more illustrated lectures and more stories, and these instructional strategies appear to have a positive 

impact on their retention of geographical knowledge, as they seem to be better able to relate them to a 

broad spectrum of geographical phenomena. This is particularly the case with regard to the study of 

Africa. 2) Student evaluations are taken to capture students’ views of their own success and how 

instructional strategies implemented as a result of this grant-funded activity have influenced their 

success. Previous evaluations show evidence, through students’ comments, that this type of activity 

facilitates student success.3) Exam scores have been traditionally used as a means of impact 

assessment;, the proportion of students awarded grades of “B” and “A” has increased, and this appears 

to be correlated with the impact of this activity. Thus, it appears that although no evidence indicates 

whether or not unsuccessful students are affected by this activity, successful students are succeeding at 

higher levels, and the numbers declaring Geography as a major has been increasing. 4) Not only are 

more students declaring Geography as a major, more and more GRCC alumni are gaining funding to 

pursue graduate studies. Geography students from GRCC have gone on to pursue M.A. and Ph.D. 

degrees at Ohio University, University of Missouri, University of Texas, Syracuse University, Rutgers 

University, Kent State University, and Western Michigan University under fully-funded assistantships. 

This is in no small part attributed to the high level of professional activity I’ve engaged in, which has 

been funded by IIIPD awards. There is no reason to believe that this long-term impact on students will 

wane. 
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4. How are you engaging others in the learning process and disseminating activity results with 

the wider campus community?  NOTE:  If shared learning activities have not yet taken 

place, an addendum to this report must be filed with the Grants Office describing shared 

learning activities prior to applying for another IIPD grant, as required by IIPD 

Guidelines. 

 

In the past, shared learning activities took place through my participation in academic learning days and 

the GRCC Race and Ethnicity Conference.  I plan to engage in similar activities, as well as the 

upcoming symposium devoted to the founding of the United Nations. 

  

5. Describe how the grant-funded activity is supporting the objectives of your department and 

your existing job responsibilities. 

 

This activity has supported the objectives of the department and my existing job responsibilities in a 

variety of ways.  Given that the department is devoted to providing an exemplary education in the Social 

Sciences, this experience enables me to better achieve that goal by gaining geographical knowledge and 

passing it on to students so that they will become knowledgeable public citizens, skilled in sound 

decision-making and critical analysis. As the only geographer at GRCC responsible for the instruction of 

all geography courses, maintaining a high level of expertise in these areas is an essentiality.  This is 

particularly important as I am the sponsor of the GRCC chapter of the International Geographical Honor 

Society. Of the nearly 300 chapters in existence, only eight have been awarded the “Honors” distinction; 

the GRCC chapter is one of them.  

 

In essence, the GRCC Geography program is considered the best in American community colleges, and 

our alumni have achieved high levels of success. This is partly attributable to the IIPD opportunities I’ve 

experienced, for these opportunities fueled the attainment of knowledge that was related in the 

classroom and in the field, which often captivated promising students seeking to achieve their dreams. 

 

 

6. How has this grant helped in fostering your professional development goals?  

 

My professional development goals have been fostered in three ways: 1) exchanging geographical 

knowledge with leading scholars at an international conference, 2) delivering my own research at a 

highly regarded conference and seeing it reviewed favorably, and 3) gaining knowledge via 

geographical fieldwork, which I am able to share with my students in the classroom.  

 

Additionally, in progress is an article about these things, which I have been asked to write by the editor 

of a publication devoted to historical geography. Seeing my work published in refereed publications 

lends credibility to it and does much to foster my professional development goals as well.   

 

7. Please add any other comments you would like to include in this report. 

 

As a practicing geographer, and the only one at GRCC, I am compelled to provide geographical 

knowledge about all the world and everything in it to students, colleagues, and the community, and this 

requires extensive travel and field research abroad in addition to participation in various academic 

conferences.  The GRCC Geography program is today considered the best community college 

Geography program in North America, and our students have demonstrated a high level of success. The 

IIPD awards contribute significantly to that success.    
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Geography Lives! 

 

MSD 

 


